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The formation of planetary systems takes place in the last phase of star formation. During my talk I
will guide the audience through the process, and explain our current understanding of planet
formation, as well as discussing the open questions in the field. Thanks to the new generation of
telescopes both on the ground and in space allows us to take pictures and other types of
measurements of currently forming planetary systems, hence providing the initial- & boundary
conditions for the planet formation models. In my group we make new planet formation algorithms,
and make gigantic supercomputer simulations with these to answer the remaining open questions
about the origin of planets and moons. From our simulations, we also make observational
predictions for different telescopes, such as the recently launched James Webb Space
Telescope. We astrophysicists are very excited to see what new observations and data this
telescope will provide about the planet formation process, pushing us forward to understand this
complex puzzle. Since life developed on the very young Earth, studying planet formation is the
first step to understand in what conditions and from what building blocks life came to be.
Understanding the possible planet and moon population in the universe helps us estimate how
many habitable worlds can exist out there.
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